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Are you wondering where broward's new dorms are? Thanks! Hello, I'm going to attend the University of Florida in the fall. I'm going to be an engineering major (I'm out of state). I'm decideing which dorm to choose, and I'm sure it's narrowed down to East and Broward Hall. Any thoughts or opinions on
which to choose? I'm not a big different person and studying definitely comes first, but I'm still really social and want to make good friends. I know Broward is social and has OOS LLC. I also know that East Hall is an Engineering LLC, but I'm most excited about football and worried that east hall engineers
won't be football's biggest fans, but I want to go to every game. Another concern for me about East Hall is the fact that the presence of freshmen is not as prevalent as Broward 's (I think it's beneficial to be around other freshmen). I'm still leaning towards East Hall, but I hope you can help me make my
decisions about the dorms to choose from (even if there's another dorm you're thinking about). Thanks P.S.: I will be one of the first to choose a dorm because I will put my home deposit in August. Page 2 18 Comments Which dorm is better in your opinion? The website is useless Page 2 8 comments I
hear from many parents of former students that Broward is disgusting and not very comfortable living. I moved to triple this fall and I'm wondering if it will lives up to my reputation. In my time at UF, I have lived in two dormitories and have been to quite a few. So I've made this post with all the dorm reviews
I've heard of. This will probably be quite long, but can be controlled to a particular dorm. This is my opinion on dormitories. I have personal experience with dormitory life in general, but I try to prevent it. Remember, people upstairs are not the same year after year. Traditional dorms: I personally don't
recommend these, but I like my privacy and my bathroom to be clean. In a traditional dorm, it's out of your hands. Broward Hall: You'll stay here for a preview. It's an updated dorm. It's known for being the most social dorm and pretty crazy, but it's a good place for most things and the common area is new.
Rawlings Hall: Broward's less lovely brother. People have a lot of horror stories about Rawlings and what's going to be demolished in a few years. I would avoid this. Jennings Hall: My father lived here in his freshman fall and spring. Since then, it seems to have been updated with new floors and furniture.
It's a pretty sociable dorm, but the location is a little worse than Broward.Yulee: this hall is connected right by broward with the next two on this list. I've never been here, butLooks like a standard dorm. Lead Hall: See what I said above for Yulee.Mallory Hall: This hall will be made into an all-girls dorm
again this year and I expect it to stay that way. Other than that, it's a standard old school traditional dorm. Marley area: There are five dormitories in the area, but I wasn't actually among them, so I bulk them up. These dormitories are some of the oldest (and most beautiful) buildings on campus, with small
group rooms sharing a bathroom, and the two rooms are not the same. They also happen directly across the street from Midtown Tolbert Hall: This is a pretty standard traditional dorm with ROTC LLC. It is old but has an elevator. Laundry rooms in the Tolbert district are also available. The location of this
hall and the next seven dorms is not bad, but it is quite far from Publix/Target and the east side of the campus. North Hall: I've never been here, but it looks like another standard dorm. Riker Hall: This was the first hall I lived in. It is named after a prison and has the great feature of feeling like a mental
institution. The rooms, furniture and halls in general are quite depressed. The stalls are really small for whatever reason. I can't recommend this hole very much. East Hall: Another standard Tolbert area dormitory. This dorm is one of the closest to Gator Corner, but it is old and the IIRC has not been
updated. Weaver Hall: This hall is an international dormitory and the nicest hall in the Tolbert district. It's updated and pretty modern and everything looks pretty good compared to other dorms. If you have to live in a traditional dorm, this is not a bad thing. Graham Hall: I'm not going to this hall. It is by
East and Weaver, but is in another area along with the following two dormitories: The issue of location still applies, but this is close to the Hume Garage and Chomp-It.Simpson Hall: this is another updated traditional dorm. What I said for Weaver is true here. Trussler Hall: This is Rawlings to Simpson's
Broward. It's old and not nice. Suite-style dorms: The quality of these dorms varies greatly, but we recommend these on top of traditional dorms as we share a bathroom with one or three others compared to the entire floor. They have a new tendency, and noisy people are less noticeable. Beatty Towers:
My father stayed in this dorm during his freshman summer B. Since then, it has not been updated at all. The rooms are small and old, but you can get your own kitchen and the views can be amazing. Remember that elevators fail and fire alarms are common. It is also the cheapest of the suite-style
dormitories for obvious reasons. Cypress Hall: This hall is lumped into the Yury area, but 60 years new. The rooms are modern, the beds are full size and the hall is generally a lovely place. This dorm can be hard to get into, especially as they are booking spots for the people they haveBut if you get in
appreciate of your lucky stars. Hume Hall: This is a dorm dorm, but you don't have to have the honor to live here. It is a little dated and the room is small, but not too bad. Hume is also close to the Hume Garage, which is good because you want your car to run your business and is far from the east side of
the campus. Spring Complex: This dorm is right in the flat line, meaning it's far from almost everything. But the room is large and has a huge closet. The bathroom is also spacious, but for some reason it has pink tiles. Not a bad, slightly inconvenient place. Infinity Hall: I currently live in this hall. The halls
are new, the rooms and furniture are lovely and the location is actually pretty good to go to Publix, downtown and campus (Infinity is off campus). And the floor is co-edited, like Hume and the real world. You can also buy neighborhood decals and park your car just outside the dorm most days. But Infinity
costs $3728 a semester, and for that money you can live off campus and get your own room. If I hadn't done the swap here, I probably would have. It's also very hard to get in. Private Bedroom Dorm: Lakeside Complex: If the springs are far from everything, Lakeside may be in a different city. If you live
here, you will take a bus ride or a scooter ride to class and walk to places other than Southwest Wreck forever. However, the dorms are new, full kitchens are available and bedrooms are private. So I think it is. Keys Complex: Located right next to the Tolbert district, it is an athletics dormitory. It's basically
impossible to get in here, but hopefully I'll do it. There is a private bedroom with a full-size bed, a living room and kitchen, and a lovely place to live. Unaffiliated dorms: UF doesn't operate these dormitories, but they are pretty popular among some freshmen and are worth mentioning. They are both east of
the women's row. Ivy House: This is exclusive traditional style housing for girls, but with much better buildings. Thanks to its location, this also seems to be where many sorority sisters live. Other than that, I don't know much about it, but I'm sure the price will be better value elsewhere. Windsor Hall: A
suite-style luxury dorm. A men's and women's area, a pool and a kitchenette are provided in each room. According to someone I know who lives here, it's great, but not worth the price, and the place is pretty far from most things. I looked into it and saw they wanted $960 a month for a single. That's
ridiculous. For that money, you might get a single apartment and get closer to campus. I think it has more amenities and isn't too far from a place like Standard right across the campus. Well, it was long. If I forgot something, please mention it in the comments!Page 2 85 Comment Hey UF Student!I went
into UF and just paid my $200 home deposit. Now I have to choose my housing preferences. Which dorm (other than Hume, my parents said they couldn't pay extra), you recommend and why?page 2Postbyu/[de leted] 9 years ago 70 years ago, I submitted my housing application in early November as an
prospective student comment, I am likely to get my first choice dorm or I should look back up. My listed preference is broward. Do you have an elevator for passengers or is it just the one used for traveling? I'm going to study engineering (aerospace and machinery) and I'm not planning a party much.
Some dorms are more notorious than others at parties, so I was just interested in what the East Hall consensus is?Page 2 Comment Comments
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